
Year 3 Half term 5 

Suggested challenges for your child to enjoy at home 

Wanted Poster: 

 

Choose a book that you have read this half term. 

Draw and write a ‘Wanted Poster’ for the main 

character or the main villain in the story (if it has 

one).  

 

Think about: 

- The character’s appearance 

- Explain why this character is ‘wanted’ 
- Explain where this character could be 

found. 

- Explain the impact the character has 

had on others.                                                             

Write your own adventure story where you find a 

hidden room or a hidden garden: 

 

Structure your story: 

 Introduce your character. 

 Introduce the setting (strange, old house or 

big stately home) 

 What are they doing when they discover the 

secret room / garden? 

 What is in the room or garden? 

 What does the character do in the room / 

garden?  

What does the character do at the end of the story? 

Draw a map: 

 

Draw a map of your local area in your books and use 

colours if you can. 

Use different symbols to represent buildings like you 

would get on an OS map. 

 

Create a key to go alongside your map showing what 

each symbol is. 

 

For example: maybe +++++ could represent train 

tracks or a blue line could be a river.                                             

Create a flower press design: 

 

Using a variety of wild flowers and grass, create a card 

or poster design.  Use a variety of wonderful colours 

and natural plants to create your image. 

 

It does not have to be a flower image, you can use the 

colours to make a different image, like a park 

scene with blue skies and yellow sun. 

 

Do not pick flowers from people’s gardens!                       
 

 Design / Create your very own eight-point compass: 

 

You can either draw one in your book and add extra 

designs in the centre or around the edges to make yours 

unique or make your own compass using different 

materials.  

 

 

Research King Henry VIII and write a fact file 

about him. You could include: 

 

-his family tree 

-pictures of him  

-why he was famous (church) 

-where he lived 

-what he created while he ruled 

England 

A Balanced Diet: 

Create a table for a weekend or a school week and 

record what you ate for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  

Plus, what snacks you ate. 

 

Consider what food groups you have eaten and what you 

could eat the following day to help you achieve a healthy 

and balanced diet. 

Research and create a poster of things to do in one 

of these countries 

 

-Netherlands  

-France 

-Germany  

-Spain  

Look at an image or some images of Fountains Abbey 

and sketch or draw it.  

 

Think about: 

-detail in the bricks and the 

shades of them  

-what media to use (pencils, 

paint, charcoal)  
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